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1: Madden 18 Manual - Answer HQ
Here's your guide to the gameplay controls, manual, and controllers for Madden NFL 18 on Xbox One.

EA Trax Menu Music Overview American football is a sport played on a rectangular field that is yards long
and 50 yards wide, with two goal posts on opposite ends of the yard field stretch. The field is measured in
yards, with the center of the field marked as the yard line, then it counts down towards the goal posts on either
side of the field, labeled in increments of The 0-yard lines are referred to as end zones. The game is split into
4 quarters which are each 6 minutes long by default. Time spent between plays does not count towards the
clock. The goal of the game is to get points, which are either accomplished by: Earning touchdowns by
reaching the end zone for 6 points After a touchdown â€” Kicking the ball through the goal post for 1 point or
opting to try to Cross the end zone again from the 2-yard line for 2 points Tackling the other team while they
are in their own endzone for 2 points, this is a safety Kicking the ball through the goal post unrelated to a
touchdown for 3 points, this is a field goal All games start with a kickoff, where one team kicks the ball away
from their end zone, and the other team catches the ball and runs away from their own goal. The kicking team
tries to stop the ball carrier from advancing by tackling â€” pretty much grabbing them and pulling them to the
ground. When on offense, the team has 4 attempts to advance 10 yards, called downs. If they succeed, the
attempts are reset back to 4. If they fail, control passes to the other team. A punt that makes it through the goal
post at the end of the field is a field goal 3 points and relinquishes control of the ball to the opponent at their
own yard line. If a ball is loose after the 4th down, it also starts on the yard line. If a touchdown occurs 6
points , the team that earned the touchdown has a choice of advancing the ball into the end zone again for 2
points or kicking the ball through the goal post for 1 point. After this, the ball is kicked off again, and the
opposing team gains control of the ball. First, A double-rumble to indicate the meter is moving, then after an
approximate 1-second pause, there is a second rumble to select max power. After another one approximate
1-second pause there is a third rumble to aid selecting max accuracy. When hitting A on the kick play, you
will feel a double-rumble to indicate the meter is moving. If you press A before the second rumble event, you
will have lower power. If you miss hitting the button to select power, it will result in lower power. Press A as
soon as you feel the rumble for greatest power. Power indicates how far the ball will be kicked. The third
rumble event is accuracy, pressing the button immediately after feeling the rumble is recommended. Not
pressing the button at all will result in a wildly inaccurate kick, likely off the field. The speed of these events
is controlled by difficulty level. There is less time to react on higher difficulties. Ball carrier rules Offense ball
carrier rules If you do not touch the stick, the player will automatically try to avoid players and run towards
the end zone. If you feel rumbles, that means an opponent is trying to tackle you â€” B to try to spin away
from opponents or use X to try to dive with the ball for more yards. See ball carrier section of user manual if
you wish to try more advanced moves. Defense Ball Carrier Rules Your job is to block offense players and
tackle the ball carrier. The players will all move automatically if you avoid hitting a stick. Press A if you feel a
rumble to engage an offense player or tackle the ball carrier. Kickoff When the game starts, one of two things
will happen. Kickoff Offense If you are on offense, when the commentators go silent, you can kick the ball.
Pressing A will select the default suggested kick play. See kick meter rules for details on the kick meter. Once
the ball is kicked, your role will switch to stopping the ball carrier from advancing. Press A if you feel a
rumble to tackle the player. All characters will automatically move towards the ball carrier. You are now on
defense. Kickoff Defense If you are on defense â€” the controller will vibrate, indicating you need to select a
play. Pressing A will select the default suggested play. Your character will move automatically to catch the
ball. Do not touch the sticks until you hear the ball being caught. You are now on offense and follow ball
carrier rules. After kick-off, you will start picking plays. Playcall The following contains information on how
to use recommended plays via rumble feedback. Offense Press A to pick suggested play. Press A again to snap
the ball passes it to the quarterback so he can make a play. When you snap the ball, you will feel one short
rumble for run plays, and one long rumble for passing plays. Offense Run Plays You will feel a short rumble if
the play is a run play. The QB will hand the ball off immediately, and ball carrier rules apply. Offense Pass
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Plays You will feel a long rumble if it is a pass play. Tap all of the following repeatedly until you feel a
rumble: A, B, X, Y. By tapping all the buttons, you are ensuring that the player is open as early as possible.
There is no guarantee that a player will remain open. Once you feel the rumble, the ball is in the air and you
must immediately stop tapping. Press X to attempt to grab catch the ball and run towards the goal, press Y if
you want to attempt to aggressively catch for greater odds of obtaining the ball. It does not matter how long
you press the button for catching the ball, or exactly when you press it - the ball simply has to be in the air.
Once the passed ball is caught, ball carrier rules apply. Follow the kick meter rules. The kick meter rules
apply, but the ball will not be kicked. Immediately after the kick meter rumbles, you will feel a long rumble
for pass plays and short rumble for run plays. Defense Press A to pick the suggested play. You will feel a
rumble when the quarterback snaps the ball, but it is the same rumble for all types of plays. If you feel another
rumble right after this, then the ball was passed and is in the air. Try pressing Y to block it. Swap players
using B and press A if you feel a rumble to engage offense players or tackle the ball carrier. Defense rules
otherwise apply. The suggested play will either be a punt play or a fake punt play. Offensive and defensive
rumbles and rules apply. Advanced Play If you wish to pick your own plays, this section is for you. Note that
it is not possible to turn off the clock for online multiplayer. Hold down right on d-pad until you feel repeated
rumbles. Press A to enter the customize Menu. Press down on the d-pad twice to get to settings. Press A to go
to Settings. Press A again to go to setting adjustments. Press A again to go to game options. Press down on the
left stick 7 times To turn play clock off, press right once. To turn play clock on, press left once. For now, turn
it off. Now, assuming you are already in a gameâ€¦ If you are in practice mode, first , press B to go to
playbook. The plays vary based on play book, you are guaranteed at least one option for each. All plays in a
category function similarly. Press X, Y, or A to select a play right, center, left. For onside kick, press left stick
down once to switch menus, then press X, Y, or A to select a play. On the left stick, press down, then left.
Press A to quit. Press A to continue or move the left stick down one then press A to return to the mode menu.
Practice Mode Practice mode allows you to perfect your moves, outside of a full game. From the main menu:
On the left stick, press right 4 times, then down 2 times to reach the practice menu icon. Press A to enter
practice menus The next menu has 3 options, normal, offense only, and kick-off. Press down twice, then A
Press A two more times to start the game From here, you will be completing kickoff over and over again, to
the end of time. After the game is paused, on the left stick, press down twice, then right once. Press A to go to
the practice type menu. The game will prompt you again on game type.
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2: EA SPORTS Madden NFL - Manuals - EA SPORTS Official Site
Competitive: User stick skills are king in this experience, the Madden NFL 18 online ranked Head-to-Head default. PLAY
NOW LIVE Play real NFL matchups every week of the season, with up-to-date and authentic stats, rosters, and
commentary.

A Conservative change-up release avoid press: X Aggressive footfire release avoid press: Look for the button
indicator above your user-controlled lineman to attempt one of these new tackle types. Shading has been
tweaked and improved as well. Down and distance Play Panel Choose which game mode you want to play
today. Whether you want to immerse yourself in the story of Longshot, manage a Franchise, create your
Ultimate Team, or head to Open Practice for a little training, all the main Madden NFL 18 modes are here.
Customize Panel Customize your rosters, playbooks, settings, and more in the Customize panel. Learn more
advanced game techniques as Devin impresses the scouts, but also get ready to navigate dialogue choices that
can drastically alter his career. Experience the thrill of chasing the dreamâ€”and what it takes to get to the
NFL. You can also take this live matchup team into Franchise mode, and continue their journey with their
up-to-date stats. All the excitement and drama of the NFL can be foundâ€”and livedâ€” through Franchise.
Play the Moment mode lets you jump in at the most crucial parts of a game, so you can help lead your team to
victory in the most efficient way possible. You can also play Offense Only or Defense Only if you prefer to
stick to one side of the ballâ€”and play the game twice as fast! Jump in and out of any of these modes of play
at any timeâ€”just select the Custom Play options from the Supersim options menu. You can also adjust the
speed of the game in Supersim. Use fast mode to jump through the game, or choose slow mode for a true
Sunday experience. As coach, you can set how many wins you anticipate for the season. The more wins you
set, the more risk you take: As a player, you choose between various stats based on your position. Goals As
you load a game, notice the goals for your character and other players on your team. Specific goals will be
tailored based on events in the current game, giving you a unique challenge every time you play. At the end of
the play, look at the XP and Confidence updates appearing next to your player, as well as updates on your
completed goals. The ticker at the bottom of the screen tracks your goal progress. Weekly Goals are assigned
based on completion of previous weekly goals. Select any player on your team to see a quick overview of his
attributes, view his goals and stats, or even purchase upgrades with his XP. As a commissioner, you can also
toggle Auto Pilot, clear cap penalties, or remove them from the league. All the free agents and trade block
players are organized in one place so you can compare your players to the available ones. The higher your
grade, the better you are at that position! Dynamic Development Trait The development trait determines how
quickly a player progresses in the league and essentially dictates their ceiling as a player. On the other hand,
missing a season goal can cause the development trait to plummet. Spend Scouting Points on a player, learn
more about their abilities, and decide if you want to draft them in the upcoming NFL Draft. Spend time in
training each week to prepare for your upcoming opponent and improve your team. Creating Your Gameplan
Your first step in weekly training is setting your offensive and defensive gameplans. The better you do in the
drills, the better the medal you will receive Gold, Silver, or Bronze â€”playing well grants you more XP.
Check the play call menu to see boosted plays in green. Focus Training The second step in weekly training is
Focus Training, which boosts players you choose to train this way. Your coaches will recommend focusing
your rookies, but you can choose any player for Focus Training. Boost the players you want to develop to
make them powerhouses on your team! Free Practice In Free Practice, take your team to the field and
experiment with plays. This is a great way to see how your team plays and stay ahead of the curve in your
league. A confident team is more likely to perform well. As a Player, make the most of your on-field
opportunities to build your Confidence rating! Now you can with multiple advance points! Jump ahead in your
season or play standard week-to-week. Commissioner Tools Use Commissioner Tools to have more control on
your league than ever before. Edit the appearance, contract info, ratings, traits, and more for all the players in
the league. This feature is available for league members and Commissioners. Running a multiple-user Online
Franchise can be extremely time-consuming, but life can happen at any moment. The original Commissioner
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can add or remove this feature at any time. Backstories provide an identity to your character and have an
in-game impact. The three backstories for an owner are: As you build up your team, set prices for tickets,
concessions, and merchandise. Check your Team Value in categories like Fan Happiness, Staff, and Stadium,
and adjust when necessary to improve your value. Hire the right staff to keep your players feeling and
performing their best. This is where a truly great team is made. However, your OVR will be higher in
Philadelphia, a team looking for a receiving halfback. Make your first offer count! This free-agency period is a
time when teams can beef up their roster in a hurryâ€”assuming your team has plenty of salary cap space and
that the right free agents are on the market! Go back into the free agency screen and sort by My Negotiations
for a quick view of all the players you are attempting to sign. If the player has not decided, you have the
option to increase your offer, pull your offer, or keep it as is. Free agency lasts four weeks, so make sure you
keep an eye on your negotiations. While another team is on the clock, you can offer a trade to that team and
move up in the draft order, look at the overall draft board, or advance the draft. Since some players have
branching storylines, their paths to the draft will be told by the voice of Adam Schefter once a player has been
selected. Signing Rookies This task is automatically completed for you, replicating the new way rookie
contracts are constructed in the NFL. As a coach, you can spend your XP on packages to decrease the odds of
a player retiring, make it easier for you to re-sign a player, boost the amount of XP a position earns, or even
increase the amount of Scouting Points you earn each week. Additionally, your players earn XP based on their
performance and personal goals. You can apply XP yourself or set the AI to allocate it for you. The benefits of
applying XP yourself is that you can shape your players based on how you want them to fit into your system.
For example, if you want the smartest team in the league, use your XP on Awareness and Play Recognition.
The choice is yours to make. Of course, applying XP to every player on your roster can be time consuming.
This not only saves time, but also ensures that everyone is using the XP they have earned. Backstory There are
three options for a player backstory: Goals Season, Weekly, and Milestone are the three types of goals you
have as a player. Reach your goals to earn XP, which you use to improve your player attributes. Retirement
You can retire your player at any time. Retirement lets you select a new player, coach, or owner and pick up at
the same exact point in the season or year in which you left. Collect Collect players and other items with
Auctions and packs available to purchase in the Store, or earned in specific game modes. Play games to earn
coins the in-game currency. Spend real cash in exchange for points to redeem for packs and bundles. New to
MUT MUT Squads Compete in three-on-three matches as the head coach, offensive coordinator, or defensive
coordinatorâ€”work together to lead your team to victory from the sidelines! MUT Champions MUT
Champions features weekly knockout tournaments, perfect for those who want to jump in for a high
competitive experience! You can also earn coins by selling items in the Auction House or quickselling an item
from your Item Binder. A pack contains several random items you can collect to upgrade your team. Most
packs include several player items and a few non-player items, such as playbooks, uniforms, coaches,
collectibles, or stadiums. You can also buy individual packs or bundles of packs in the Store. Items from
higher tiers are typically more powerful or useful than those of lower tiers. Items are color-coded by tier so
you can easily judge their quality. A few packs or bundles may include guaranteed Elite tier items, as
described in their Store description. Some items are part of a program. There are many programs offered
throughout the year, such as Draft or Playoff. Each program has a special group of items tied to a central
theme, and special events like Solo Challenges or Sets are often based on a program. You can filter your item
searches by program in the Item Binder, Auctions, and Trades. Live From the MUT menu, select the Live tab
to find special announcements about content updates for the mode. Check out new events regularly to find the
best players to add to your team. You can also check on your MUT level progression under this tab. Solo
Challenges There are many categories of Solo Challenges to play, with four levels of difficulty and varying
quarter lengths. Select a Solo Challenge to see all the details about it.
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3: Madden NFL 19 New Features - EA SPORTS
Madden NFL 18 for Xbox One For the Blind and Visually Impaired Accessibility Overview Text Manual Accessibility
Guides Madden NFL 18 Player's Guide for the Blind and Visually Impaired.

It does not matter whether you are a new player to the franchise or a returning player, this Madden NFL 18
Target Passing Guide will be equally helpful to all types of the players. The game does not force you to use
this move so that makes it an optional mechanic. However, this is a very critical mechanic. If you ace this
move, you will turn the table in any match. Target Passing is basically when you pass the ball in tight
windows and throwing timing routes. In such situations, normal passes are near to impossible to deliver so you
must use Target Passing because this separates men from boys during online matches. This adds a new layer
of a challenge but if you manage to land it successfully you will really gain an edge over the completion, as
very few players know how to perfectly execute Target Passing. Now let us see, how you can master the
Target Passing! Target Passing has three main phases that you must know about. Selecting your primary
receiver, moving the target and throwing the ball. To start the Target Passing, you must start the Coach
Camera before the play starts. During this mode, you can choose many advanced tactics and one of them is
Target Passing. Once done, you need to select the primary receiver. After this, when the ball has been
snapped, you must press L2 or LT to show your target as the primary receiver. You can use LS to move your
target in the desired direction. Your Quarterback will change his direction automatically to face the new target
if you keep on changing it. If you press the corresponding button of any other target receiver at this point, the
target will automatically change to the new receiver, given that you are still pressing LT or L2. Now simply
press the button of the receiver to throw the ball to the receiver. If during this process, you release LT or L2, it
will become Neutral Target Passing and it will not require you to select a target and throw. In this case, you
can simply press the button of a receiver and throw the ball to him without any complex target choosing
mechanics. Once you are done, setting up the Target Passing, simply press LT or L2 again and you will exit
the Target Passing mode and can see to other mechanics of the game. We would like to remind you again that
Target Passing is a complex mechanic and thus the developers have made it optional to use. Practice it a lot if
you want to master it otherwise simply use the normal passing mode. If you want to add anything to this
guide, feel free to use the comments section below!
4: Madden NFL 18 Target Passing Guide - Master Manual Passing, Passing Tips | SegmentNext
03 WHAT'S NEW IN MADDEN NFL 18 Teamwork, competition, and big playsâ€”it's all here in Madden NFL This
authentic football experience is more accessible than ever, for both new.

5: Madden NFL 18 Accessibility Guides For Xbox One - An Official EA Site
EA SPORTS Madden NFL 18 logo. Madden Overview New Features Antonio Brown Nike 99 Club Madden Playbook
Compete. Home.

6: MaddenProdigy- Madden 19 Tips, Cheats, Glitches, & Strategy
Madden NFL 18 Xbox One Game Controls. GAMEPLAY CONTROLS IN MADDEN Pre-play Offense Zoom out
gameplay camera - D-pad down Zoom in gameplay camera - D-pad up.

7: Madden NFL 18 Plain Text Manual For Xbox One - An Official EA Site
Madden NFL 18 for Xbox One Manual More Choices Madden NFL 18 takes a significant visual leap delivering the
greatest looking Madden of all time with the power.
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8: Madden NFL 18 Xbox One Game Controls : MGW: Game Cheats, Cheat Codes, Guides
Game details. Madden NFL 18 takes a significant visual leap with the power of the Frostbite engine. See stunning new
stadium exteriors surrounded by vast cityscapes and watch the spectacle of NFL gameday come to life in the most
photorealistic game to date.

9: Madden NFL 18 | Xbox
I search the Madden NFL 18 Manual in German. In the Help Files there is only a link to the Madden 17 Manual, but the
Madden 18 Manual is missing. In the Help Files there is only a link to the Madden 17 Manual, but the Madden 18
Manual is missing.
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